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A Brief Introduction to the Chinese Longitudinal Healthy 

Longevity and Happy Family Survey (CLHLS-HF)
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 Explore influencing factors;

 Provide data for academic research;

 Provide information for policy analysis.

General Goals
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Background

◼ 1998-2018：The first eight waves (CLHLS)

a) 23 Chinese provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions;

b) 113 thousands interviews;

◼ 2021：The 9th wave (CLHLS-HF)

Basic evolution
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Survivor questionnaire

Deceased questionnaire
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Questionnaires
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basic situation of the elderly and 

their families，family structure

socio-economic background，
economic sources and status

health，daily activity ability

cognitive function, personality 

and psychological characteristics

disease treatment and 

medical expenses

lifestyle, life care and 

quality of life
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Questionnaires
Survivor questionnaire
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Basic condition before death

Death and cause of death
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Questionnaires

Deceased questionnaire

chronic diseases, ADL before dying, frequency of hospitalization

or instances of being bedridden from the last interview until

death, whether bedridden before death, length of disability and

suffering before death.
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housing pension and 

financial pension Children of old adults

the ninth survey added questions

about family housing pension and

family financial Pension Reserves,

and expanded the questions about

brothers and sisters.

The 9th survey also

added the survey of

children of old adults
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New contents of this survey——China elderly health and family happiness survey

Questionnaires
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431 papers （English）

17 books

731 papers （Chinese）

99 Ph.D. dissertations

678 M.A. theses
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Major Achievements

As of October 15, 2021

The earliest and longest-lasting social

science survey in the country.
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The level of disability and pain at the

end of life and the disadvantages of

female elderly

3

Method innovation based on

new discoveries
4

2Late childbearing and the health 

and longevity of the elderly

Early socio-economic status and 

healthy aging in advanced age
1
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Examples of research findings

Survey Achievements



Thank you！
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